Abstract-According to warship combat system dynamic alignment demand, a coordinate system aligned combat system was established in this paper, the mainly coordinate conversion were derived, sensor measurement errors caused by warship's attitude were calculated and simulated by computer. Simulation results show that: the warship's heading angle causes the azimuth angle error of sensor measurements, the warship's pitch angle, roll angle cause the angle azimuth and elevation angle error of sensor measurements, and there is almost no influence on sensor distance measurement caused by warship's attitude.
INTRODUCTION
The target of warship combat system alignment is to make the machinery zero and electrical zero of all the systems such as detectors, trackers, weapon systems and navigation equipment all over the warship unified in the coordinate of deck system. It is to ensure the consistency of combat system zero position [1] , and to ensure the consistent accordance of distance, azimuth/side angle, pitch angle about the same target by the identification of all the sensors in combat system [2] .
Considering the dynamic environment of warship's mooring at dock or anchoring at sea, the sensors are required to measure the azimuth, elevation angle and distance of the calibration object at sea in the process of alignment, warship attitude changes will inevitably lead sensor deviation for each target observations, and then affect the alignment precision of combat system. Currently, there are research results of static alignment, and has been well applicated in practical work [3, 4] .But there are almost no research on warship combat system alignment method and technology in dynamic state. Qi Cui [5] , Xi Ma [6] have made some attempts, but those are only some improvement based on static alignment method, which did not consider the impact caused by warship's attitude to sensor measurement accuracy fully, and the sensor data are read artificial instantaneous instead of dynamic conditions as pseudo-dynamic alignment Literature [7] [8] [9] [10] studied the impact on shipborne radar measurement accuracy caused by ship's swing, but they failed to understand the actual physical meaning of heading angle, pitch angle and roll angle of the of the platform compass under the Cartan ring frame structure, the coordinate transformation are inconsistent with the actual derivation.
II. MAIN COORDINATE SYSTEM AND COORDINATE CONVERSION
The sensors in warship combat system are in different location, with different target measurement elements, and they are also in different coordinate systems. In the process of alignment, we have to transform both the measurement data of each sensor and the true value which is acquired by true value acquisition device into the unified coordinate of deck system.
A. Common Coordinate System 1) ECEF
The Roll angle θ indicates the rotated angle around the ship bow and stern line in deck level, that is the angle between OC (the intersection line of warship's cross section and horizontal plane) and OH (the horizontal axis of the warship), the measurement plane perpendiculars to the deck level and perpendicular to the bow and stern line. In the figure, arc HC is the roll angle, the right chord under pour is positive. 
C. The Main Conversion
There into, 
The origin of ship geographic coordinate system coincides with the origin of the coordinate of deck system, so there is no translation transformation between them, but only rotation of angle. The reason of the rotation is the attitude changes of the warship, that is the warship's heading, pitch and roll. Since the ship gyrocompass use Cartan ring frame structure, Figure 2 shows that , from warship geographic coordinate system to the coordinate of deck system, first heading, then pitching and last rolling change must be ordered [11] .That is, by heading transformation from 
III. INFLUENCE ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC ALIGNMENT PRECISION CAUSED BY WARSHIP'S SWING
Let us suppose that the warship is mooring in the dock or anchoring at sea, so the it is in a natural swing state because of the influence of wind and wave.
A. Distance Error
Among them, heading transformation matrix is:
Pitching transformation matrix is:
Rolling transformation matrix cos 0 sin
Therefore, the rotation matrix
As is shown in Figure 3 , the center of radar antenna is located at 1 A , the target's distance measured by radar is 1 R . When the ship's heading angle, pitch and roll angle, are respectively w C ,ψ and θ , the center of the radar antenna is located at the point 2 A , the target's distance measured by radar is 2 R ,the displacement generated of the radar antenna center is d . Since the warship is in a slight swing, so the three attitude angle is very small, so 1 2 A OA ∠ is small. Because the distance between warship rocking center and radar antenna center 1 2 OA OA = is not very big. so 
4) Pitch angle error E Δ
When the pitch axis turns 0 degree, if the azimuth axis tilts, electronic axis is also in the inclined surface, and the angle between electronic axis and horizontal axis is the pitch angle error. When the orientation axis of rotates, the electronic axis is also rotates in the inclined surface, so the pitch error will change with the azimuth angle change. When the azimuth axis rotates to any azimuth A the projector OD in the horizontal plane of the electronic axis OT . In spherical right triangle XTD , there is 
IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS
When warship is in the state of mooring at dock or anchoring at sea, alignment work is generally carried out when the weather is calm, warship's natural swing, and rotor helicopter equipped with a Luneberg lens reflector as the calibration object about 10km away from the warship.
To study the impact on radar measurements caused by warship's attitude changes a number of simulation were conducted. The simulation results shown in Figure 5 Figure 5 shows bow roll angle of the warship caused about 2m distance error in the location information, caused about azimuth error, and the azimuth error has linear relationship with bow roll angle, while caused almost no effect on elevation. 
FIGURE VI. INFLUENCE ON RADAR MEASUREMENT CAUSED BY
THE PITCH ANGLE Figure 6 shows that of pitch angle the warship caused about 2m distance error in the location information, caused about pitch angle error, and the elevation error has linear relationship with warship's pitch angle, while caused almost no effect on azimuth error. Finally, considering the warship's bow roll angle, pitch angle and roll angle, the simulation was taken to calculate warship's attitude affect on warship radar measurement results, the simulation results was shown in Figure 8 . It found that changes in warship's attitude caused about 5m in distance error, in elevation error and in azimuth error.
V. CONCLUSION
Warship combat system alignment is the key work to ensure the warship's effectiveness operated fully, to ensure the weapon hit probability, and plays a fundamental and decisive role, therefore, alignment precision of the combat system is highly demanded. In this paper, the mainly coordinate conversion were derived, sensor measurement errors caused by warship's attitude were calculated and simulated by computer. Simulation results show that: the warship's heading angle causes the azimuth angle error of sensor measurements, the warship's pitch angle, roll angle cause the angle azimuth and elevation angle error of sensor measurements, and there is almost no influence on sensor distance measurement caused by warship's attitude. Therefore, in the subsequent data processing of dynamic alignment, sensor measurement errors need to be amended due to warship's attitude, in order to ensure alignment accuracy.
